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In our site visit, we talked to Manoj Bhatt and Amit Sinha. Amit is the founder and main
director of Jamghat, an NGO that manages two live-in shelters (“homes”) in South Delhi, in
addition to running a daycare shelter, hosting a vocational program, and putting on free theatre in
underprivileged areas of Delhi. Jamghat was founded in 2003 and currently works with around
180 children. Manoj has been Jamghat’s programs head since 2014 and spoke with us at length
about Jamghat’s two live-in shelters, Aanchal and Aman.

The shelters are housed in rental properties and are separated by gender— Aman for boys
and Aanchal for girls. Children are brought to Jamghat by the Delhi authorities and transferred in
trust. They typically come from orphaned and neglected backgrounds, ranging broadly in age.
The majority, Manoj told us, tended to be aged at the 3rd, 9th, 10th standards. Once at a Jamghat
shelter, the children are placed in English-medium classes in maths, English, sciences, Hindi, and
dance/arts. Per Indian law, schooling is compulsory until the 8th standard, after which children
have the option to pursue a vocational track instead of further academic education. After
completing their 12th standard, children maintain optional contact with Jamghat & can receive
additional support w housing, education, etc.

Jamghat enrolls children in public school in addition to hosting its own teachers. To cover
public school fees, including school tuition, uniforms, registration, and transport for the students,
Jamghat recommended Asha Berkeley an annual budget of  Rs. 2,400,000 (USD $30,685) to be
paid in one or multiple payments so long as both parties commit to the amount. Amit and Manoj
explained that all other Jamghat expenses were to be satisfied by alternative means, and that
Asha Berkeley need only concern itself with the 24 lakhs amount for education fees.

Currently, each “home” shelter is staffed by one teacher, though prior to COVID-related
budget cuts, a dedicated maths teacher is no longer available for either shelter. Divya Sharma, the
teacher at Aanchal, explained that teachers commute by bus to the shelters for four hours of
instruction, six days a week. The commute is manageable, at between 15 minutes and an hour.
Lesson planning is completed ahead of time, and teachers take care to meet all students’ needs.
There is a cap on how many children are taken into Aman and Aanchal, so as to make sure that
the one teacher per shelter is able to manage the children’s needs.

At the schools, children learn for four hours every day except Sunday. They are given
ample time for non-instructional play, in addition to meals, entertainment and outings, and
vocational training. At the end of June, they receive two weeks’ summer break where they have
some homework to prevent academic backsliding, but have greater free time and can visit their
families if they are able and willing.
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In our conversations with the children at both shelters, we found they definitely enjoyed
their experiences at Jamghat. All children appreciated their education and had an idea of their
future plans. A desire for further education was common, and the children’s dream jobs ranged
broadly, including police officer, lawyer, NGO worker, educator, actor, software engineer, and
dancer.

Amit and Manoj explained that dropping out of Jamghat’s programs was nearly unheard
of— the NGO goes to great lengths to make sure that children receive all the personal &
academic support they need to complete their education. Children aren’t forced onto any one
vocational or academic track. Disabilities and psychological issues are accommodated rather
than discouraged. Until recently, Jamghat also provided children with speech therapy, but this
program was discontinued due to budget cuts. The same issue caused the on-site staff at Aman
and Aanchal to be reduced and replaced with less engaging virtual teachers. The students far
prefer in-person instruction, and many of them showed keen fondness for their Jamghat teachers.

In addition to its “home” shelters Aanchal and Aman, Jamghat also manages three other
programs. Closely affiliated with Aanchal is the Ekjut vocational program, which allows young
adults to sell textile products. Furthermore, there is Aangan, a daycare center at Delhi’s Jama
Masjid that provides children with a safe environment. In addition to these initiatives, Jamghat
holds free theatre performances in Delhi streets to provide those communities with art.


